Welcome to the ‘Sora’ House

Meadowlark Builders
A full-service design/build firm specializing in “deep green”
building techniques and custom finish work in all media.
Meadowlark Builders offers several in-house capabilities
that greatly reduce the carbon footprint of homes and
make more beautiful spaces for living. Experience the best
in customer service, creative craftsmanship, and energyefficient construction all under one roof.

Architectural Resource
Headed by Michael Klement A.I.A., N.C.A.R.B., is a full-service,
national award-winning, architectural design firm specializing
exclusively in residential design of high-performance homes,
cottages, additions, remodels, and renovations. “Green” since
the firm’s inception in 1991, creating healthy and energy
efficient buildings is a fundamental aspect of its core mission.

734 U 332 U1500
info@ meadowlarkbuilders.com
www.meadowlarkbuilders.com

734 U 769 U 9784
mklement@architecturalresource.com
www.architecturalresource.com

Born in 1959… reborn in 2011. This classic mid-century modern home was a harbinger
of new design in its time, and is a harbinger of new sustainable design now in its rebirth.
Christened the ‘Sora’ House, the Japanese word for “Sky” reflecting the manner in which
the home has radically been transformed to open up to its beautiful site and expansive
views. This comprehensive deep-green remodel is registered with the USGBC LEED for
Homes® program with the certification goal of Platinum, the highest level of green home
performance rating attainable. This home stands to be potentially only the fourth such
private remodel to achieve this goal in Michigan!
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SPRAY FOAM INSULATION

MODIFIED HOT ROOF ASSEMBLY

Low density Spray Polyurethane Foam cavity
insulation fills both the wall and roof framing
cavities eliminating convective (airborne
transmission) energy loss and creating a super
quiet, low dust interior living environment.
This technique helps to create a “tight” home
free of energy robbing drafts and air leaks.

High-albedo, energy-reflecting, standing
seam metal roof weather barrier is paired with
stacked and staggered commercially recycled
Polyisocyanurate rigid insulation boards. This
provides what is known as a “hot roof” but in
this case we have also included a ventilation
channel improving energy performance and
assembly durability.

RADIANT BARRIER

BEFORE

The use of a breathable interior radiant barrier
at both the ceiling and the wall cavities help
to reduce the third, and often overlooked,
path of energy flow through the building
envelope: radiation (emissive transmission).
This technique has proven to help reduce
radiant heat flow by as much as 50%.

FAST FORWARD
THE PROJECT
This whole-house, deep Green remodel included
significant changes to the existing home and
addressed the challenge of energy retrofitting an
existing masonry veneered house. The physical
changes included removing the entire existing
south roof and continuing the projection of the
existing north roof upwards in its place, hence
opening up views to the exterior; raising of
the floor plane at the sunken living room to be
flush with the main living level floor; complete
reorganization of interior living spaces; and a deep
Green renovation including deep energy retrofit
with an advanced building roof and wall envelope
system.
DESIGN FOR LIFE
One of the basic tenants in Green design and
building is the idea of ‘long life, loose fit’. The
greenest design strategy is one that takes into
account future occupant needs at different points
in their lives in the building. We need to consider
decreased mobility as we age. Designing, or
adjusting, a home to accommodate people of all
mobility levels is what we call ‘Design for Life’. This
home had at its center a 14” dropped central living
room space. One of the more significant changes
we made was to raise that floor to match the main
floor level thus allowing our homeowner to enjoy
this home well into the future.

TANKLESS HOT WATER SYSTEM
An on-demand hot water heater eliminates
the need to store hot water in a tank when
not in use. 94% of the energy is used versus
only about 62% with a traditional tank
system — up to a 50% energy savings!

GEOTHERMAL HEATING AND
COOLING SYSTEM
A geothermal system uses the stable
year-round 52° temperature of the earth
to provide both heating and cooling. This
method of heating and cooling a home is
four times more energy efficient than a
typical condensing type high efficiency gas
furnace.

ENERGY RECOVERY VENTILATOR
ERV’s recover the heat and moisture
content of stale interior air to condition
incoming fresh air. Large amounts of energy
are saved by this exchange, while HEPA
filtration further optimizes interior air
quality.

THERMALLY DE-COUPLED WALL
ASSEMBLY
New exterior wall framing is held away
from the existing framing and new wall
stud spacing is horizontally off-set from the
existing studs. These techniques eliminate
direct contact between the interior and
exterior environments effectively reducing
conductive (physical transmission) heat loss
through the wall portion of the building
envelope.

WATER CONSERVATION
From ultra low-flow fixtures in the
bathrooms to an efficient PEX manifold
delivery system, this home is constructed
to use far less water than the average
home. The exterior will feature rain water
harvesting for use in exterior irrigation and
a permeable site plan that keeps and reuses the water that falls on the site.

ENERGY PERFORMANCE
Green design and building encompasses many
things, from durability, to low carbon footprint, to
healthy interior environments. However, the one
thing that captures most of our attention is what
hits us in the wallet: energy costs. This mid-century
modern home was an iconic style for its time,
however, its energy performance was also reflective
of the times. When oil was a mere $1.80 per barrel,
we believed we had unlimited natural resources to
plunder. The original home showed a Home Energy
Rating Score of 159 (standard, built to code, home
today would have a HERS score of 100, the lower
the score the better). The average annualized
heating and cooling costs of this home were $4,994
or $416 per month! Fast forward to the twentyfirst century. With fossil fuel resources in decline
and global consumption increasing exponentially,
energy prices are climbing. This home now has
a projected HERS score of only 47, with average
annualized heating and cooling bills of $646. That
is $54 per month for a 3,800 s.f. living space home!

